Tamil Nadu Textbook and Educational Services Corporation,
Chennai-6

Procurement of Rain Coat for the year 2018-2019
Clarification / Remarks on the Queries raised in the Pre-Bid
Meeting held on 20.04.2018 at 12.00 noon
Queries Raised

Clarification for Remarks

1. The required quantity is 100% imported
Chinese/Taiwan quality. The quality and china
market is highly unpredictable and non reliable in
quality.
It is suggest to use a Indian quality can
suggest options in that also to promote made
in India goods.

2. Since it is for kids the required quality in tender is
PVC coated which is not skin friendly,
environment friendly.
Suggest to use breathable flim’s for water
proofing which are light weight and better in
performance.

Bid condition is confirmed

3. Since the order quantity is huge it is suggest that
the manufacturer should have a in house lab
setup so that inspection and testing of raw
material and finished goods can be conducted at
all stages of order execution for better quality
monitoring.
4. With respect to free distribution to students, if
only manufacturers bid for tender department
can get better pricing and timely delivery.
“Minimum 50 Crore turnover manufacturers
should be eligible to participate”.
Within how many days the 80% payment will be
released after full supply?

Bid condition is confirmed

1. If we quote for 50% quantity for the required
tender then will be the EMD less?
2. Within how many days the Purchase Order
will be raised from the date of bid opening.
3. Is the stipulated date of supply in inclusive of
transportation?
4. Will the payment be released supply to all
districts or 80% of one districts only?

Bid Condition is confirmed.

5. Within how many days the 80% of the
payment will be released.
6. We also manufacture ISI brand Rainwear with
IS:5915 which will give good quality Raincoats.
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